Blue seas fuse box

Best Practices and ABYC standards state that every positive wire on the boat outside the
engine starting circuit must have circuit protection. When excessive current flows in an
electrical circuit, wire insulation can melt and possibly start a fire. Circuit breakers and fuses
protect the wire in electrical circuits. Blue Sea Systems extensive selection of circuit breakers,
fuses, fuse holders, and fuse blocks fives boaters a range of choices for main and branch
circuit protection. To help select the right size wire and proper fuse or circuit breaker, Blue Sea
Systems offers our Circuit Wizard. The demand for ignition protected circuit protection has
increased. Blue Sea Systems Safety and SafetyHub Fuse Blocks are specifically designed for
use in environments with explosive fumes, such as an engine room or fuel storage locker. When
excessive current flows in an electrical circuit, wire insulation can melt and possibly start a fire
Circuit breakers and fuses protect the wire in electrical circuits. To help select the right size
wire and proper fuse or circuit breaker, Blue Sea Systems offers our Circuit Wizard The demand
for ignition protected circuit protection has increased. Phone: You have JavaScript disabled.
Many features of the site will not function until JavaScript is enabled. You have cookies
disabled. Many features of the site will not function until cookies are enabled. You are using an
outdated browser. Discussion in ' Equipment ' started by kdude , Jan 30, Log in or Join.
Adventure Rider. I'm going to buy the bsfb for my GS Can someone tell me which box I would
need to buy. I would need a box with 6 connectors. Is this the one I need with negative bus?
What does the negative bus do? I have limited electrical education. Steverino , Jan 30, Joined:
Nov 16, Oddometer: 36, My recomendation is the one with he negative bus so that you only
have one connection for each the power lead and negative lead to your battery. If you do not
have the negative bus one , then you may have 6 addditional connections to your battery or
have them all connected together. The blue sea with a bus allows a cleaner install IMHO.
Negative bus all the way. Or is the glass fuse version a bit less pricey? The benefit of the glass
fuse version is you can get fuses that pop at much lower current. Great for GPS's and Ipods and
comms. Other wise you got to add a smaller fuse in line or the circuit will not be protected to a
low enough amperage draw. PhilSpace , Jan 30, I have that one, with the negative bus too,
works like a champ. I'm replacing spacewife's Centech with a Blue Seas for two reasons. The
what Steverino said GPS content. GPS's, radar detectors and intercom systems are all low
current devices and generally come with a fast blow AGC fuse ranging from just under to up to
2A. I also have had problems with the small screws on the pos and neg bus on her centech
coming loose. On the way back from the RA rally I had to stop twice and tighten a couple down.
LongWays , Jan 30, ADV Sponsors. Bayou Boy , Jan 30, IslandR , Jan 30, When installing the
fuse box do you use a relay as well so the fuse box is only on with the key in the on position. Is
this a personal way of making connections. Joined: Mar 25, Oddometer: Location: been there.
This seems redundant, but really worth it. Thanks for the tip Whammo , Jan 30, A relay is
needed if you don't want the accessories powered by the fuse box hot all the time. All you have
to do is locate a source of switched power, and wire the relay to the fuse box as you would any
other load. As for the neg bus question, it really comes down to how you plan on wiring your
devices and the space you have available to mount the box. A fuse box without a neg bus is
much smaller and can be mounted in more places. It very compact less than 1"x2" and if its
mounted in a place that's close to all of your accessories, can really minimize the amout of
wires you have running all over the place. Also take a look at Centech. Mine passed the Death
Valley test with no problems. Global Rider , Feb 4, JimVonBaden , Feb 4, I have the neg bus on
my 12GS, see this thread for installation! I found the Blue Sea unit to be a bit too large since I
also wanted to mount a relay switch; I sent it back and got a "Power Plate" kit from these guys
The Electrical Connection They make these kits specfically for use on motorbikes. I got the
"universal" kit and it included all the leads, connectors, a fuesed relay switch and it all fit nicely
on top of the airbox. Global Rider , Feb 5, JimVonBaden , Feb 5, DL six-fiddy. You must log in or
sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your
password? Discussion in ' 3rd Gen. Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma
World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE
account. Blue Sea fuse box vs bus bar Discussion in ' 3rd Gen. Post Reply. I recently ordered a
Mr. PowerTrays tray to mount an ARB compressor, and while I was at it I ordered an 8 circuit
terminal block and a 10 screw common bus bar. Would I use 4 gauge wire from the battery to
the bus bar? If I did use a fuse box, how do I handle inline fuses as all my accessories have in
line fuses? Would I put a higher amp fuse into the inline spot, and use the correct amp fuse into
the fuse box? The point of those bus bars and blocks is to organize your wires going to or
coming from an auxiliary fuse management block. JdevTac , Dec 25, See my setup, Bussman
RTMR, has built in 5 circuits that utilize relays and an additional 5 circuits for straight fused
accessories no relays for 10 circuits total. You can see toward the firewall I have a blue sea
buss bar for all my negative leads, and a large gauge cable attached to that which then runs to

the battery ground on the fender adjacent to the battery. Geeterman likes this. OV Tune 1.
Redline elite hood shock props. Rack mounted TRED recovery treds and plano case. Rotopax
water and fuelpax fuel canisters; Pelican cased first aid kit in bed. ARB rear dif. Stand alone
fuse block. SSO bumper with 10k smittybilt synthetic line winch and factor55 ultrahook. AJT
quicksand key fob. Overland Bound member Winch power is run through the breaker the
compressor is tied into the studs on the battery. Marbleyard , Dec 25, ScubaSteve and littlefish
[OP] like this. What about something like this? Just keep everything hooked up to the terminal
in one place? Show Ignored Content. All Categories. Username or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Discussion in ' 2nd Gen. Tacomas ' started by tooblutacoma06 , Jan 14, Log in or
Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To
get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Quick Links: Suggestions for
trailer-hitch bike rack? AE drain plug washer Switch blank under hvac controls Is it Karma??
Help Releasing Electrical Connector Pins. Blue Sea aux fuse block install Discussion in ' 2nd
Gen. Post Reply. I hate messy wires. This is a great way to clean up all your wires and make
your accessory wiring much safer and easier to get to incase of problems. Make sure it's
workable though. I had the shop put a 90deg bend in it. I then cut it to the dimensions of the
template and had it powdercoated: Equipment installed on the mounting plate: Blue Sea
Systems 12 circuit fuse box and a Blue Sea Systems A panel mount breaker. I wanted to get
nice solid battery terminals as well. I opted for military spec terminals. They are extra beefy and
won't corrode on me. Here is the panel mounted. As you can see in the photo, I also added
relays to the panel for current and future accessories. I have relay sockets that will allow for
easy removal of the panel if need be. I have room for atleast 3 relays on the panel. I wish I would
have taken before pictures. I feel a whole lot better about my wires now. Everything is nice and
clean and easy to get to. I highly suggest one of these fuse blocks for auxiliary circuits. Let me
know what you think! HondaGM , Jan 14, Nice work. Nice work! Very organized. Looks nice. I
have that same one in my boat. Blue Seas makes some nice stuff! RCBS , Jan 15, Kpatt9 likes
this. Very nice. Very professional. Ronin , Jan 15, Thanks guys! Everything works really well
with this setup. I'm still not done cleaning up all the wires and tidying everything up. I'm using
sockets for easy disconnects from the relays. With my next wiring project roof lights I'll almost
have the block filled! That's kinda crazy. If you guys want a bracket like mine made, PM me and
we can discuss a price and details. Nice job in the install. I like your wiring, I like that your not
using the cheese-ball pre insulated stereo shop connectors that you have no idea if you got a
good crimp or not. Use a quality connector and shrink wrap the end. This would make a great
sticky. Definitely want to do something like this. Would be good for driving lights as well. Good
job. AlexForbesR6 , Jan 18, Nice work OP. I'm thinking about doing "add-a-circuits" but this
looks like a much better way to add accessories. I have a couple questions. The answers will
probably be simple to you I'm a 12V noob! Since you said you don't have a fuse between the
battery and the aux fuse box, I'm assuming that fuse I'm seeing is for a stereo HU inside the
cab? Why did you opt not to run whatever that is off of the new aux fuse panel? If so, what is
the purpose of multiple grounds? Hate to be a copy-cat but I like the way you did went about
installing the aux panel. Thanks in advance. Tim A , Apr 7, I am getting ready to tackle this feat I
already have the fuse block and circuit breaker. I am working on the steel plate. Thanks for
ideas and write up! Show Ignored Content. Tacomas Thread: Blue Sea aux fuse block install.
Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes,
my password is: Forgot your password? Organize and protect circuits with a covered fuse
block. Fuse Blocks are an effective method of protection to prevent damage to wiring and
possible fire in the event of an over-loaded or short circuit. This Blue Sea Systems space-saving
fuse block can provide protection for new installations or when the panel has run out of
breakers. Often used for electronic installations, this fuse block can be fed by one breaker from
the distribution panel and supply power 12 additional circuits. Compact size allows it to be
installed in tight spaces close to the loads they protect. Available with a ground bus to match
the requirements of your application. The West Advisor articles have answered boaters'
questions and provided solutions to boating problems for more than 20 years. West Marine has
compiled one of the Web'
kubota ignition switch wiring diagram
chevrolet van 2000
2011 honda civic headlight bulb
s most comprehensive collections of technical boating information articles. We use cookies to
optimize site functionality and improve your overall experience. You can change your cookie
settings through your browser. To learn more about cookies, please see our Privacy policy.

Skip to cookie disclosure dialog Skip to content Skip to navigation menu. Everyday Value
Enlarged view of picture, opens dialog. Mouse Over to Zoom - Click to Enlarge. In stock online.
Quantity â€”. Add To Cart , opens dialog. Find in Store , opens dialog Add to My List. Product
Overview Organize and protect circuits with a covered fuse block Fuse Blocks are an effective
method of protection to prevent damage to wiring and possible fire in the event of an
over-loaded or short circuit. Advice The West Advisor articles have answered boaters'
questions and provided solutions to boating problems for more than 20 years. Cookie
Disclosure We use cookies to optimize site functionality and improve your overall experience.

